
Metaphors for Culture

Schools norms, routines and expectations

How do we understand these? 

How do we communicate about these?



Metaphors for Culture

The backdrop:

 Post migration family realities

 Cultural divides



Challenges many refugee families face that affect 
student behavior and parental support 

• Unemployment and underemployment

• Financial stress – shift work, multiple low paying jobs

• Changing roles and dynamics in family- intergenerational, 
gender-related

• Premigration trauma

• Vulnerablity to marital conflict, addictions, mental health 
issues ( ptsd ,depression)

• Social isolation

• Changing cultural and social context of child support and 
guidance



Excerpt from focus group*:

There [in my home country]when a child is misbehaving outside of the 

home, the Aunties or neighbours can give him a lecture: “That is not 

good! Don’t behave that way. I am going to tell your mom..,or tell you 

to go home!” That person will see the parents and tell them what 

happened. That child will not misbehave [any longer]. He knows noone

will back him up….everyone in the community wants him to behave 

well.

“Ready Set Go to Kindergarten; Newcomer Perspectives and Realities”  Multicultural Health Brokers & West Edmonotn Coalition, 2012



Culture is the lens 
through which we see the world



Ultimately to be 
culturally 
competent… is to 
be a student of 
my own 
assumptions



Some common examples from our experience

Variations in children’s and youths’ behavior

•Being loud, acting out, seeking attention, “class clown” 
•More physical, more active
•Quiet, “withdrawn”
•Not listening when corrected?

Variations in parent role and involvement
•Disengaged? ….missing school appointments , lateness



CLARIFY

• What are the 
objective 
elements of the 
situation? 
(describe what has 
happened)

• What am I feeling?

DEEPEN

• Why does this 
bother me?

• What was I 
expecting?

• What am I 
tempted to 
conclude?

• What am I 
assuming (in 
moving towards 
this conclusion)?

• How do I know 
these assumptions 
are valid?

EXPAND

• Is it possible that 
these assumptions 
are not true?

• Given what I know 
to date, what are 
some 
considerations 
and alternate 
explanations? 
(what do I know 
about the other’s 
culture, life 
history, sub-
culture in Canada? 
(probe below the 
water level)

• Who can I consult 
with to expand my 
understanding? 
(colleague, 
cultural broker, 
dialogue with 
other person 
involved?...)

FORWARD

• What can I do now 
in the present 
situation? (if it is 
ongoing) 

• What can I do in 
the future if I am 
in a similar 
situation?

C D E F …..for TRANSFORMATIVE INTERCULTURAL LEARNING
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A cultural broker is someone who…….

Knows the culture and 
community

• Fluent in first language

• Understands migration 
challenges

• Connected to cultural 
community infrastructure

• Knows strengths and cultural 
capital to build on

• Shares cultural lens and 
understands its impact on 
childrearing and school 
experience

Knows “mainstream” 
services and supports 

• Good at system navigation

• Logistical support to make 
connections happen

• Leverage strengths and 
support their transfer to a 
new setting 

• Understands “mainstream 
culture” and system norms 
builds intercultural 
understanding on both 
sides



Some practical suggestions for building relationships with 
parents who are new to Canada:

• Build relationship over time through regular parent meetings 

• Have Cultural Brokers present for 
• first language support
• to ensure culturally grounded conversations 
• For referral for other kinds of settlement support

• Reciprocal format- there is learning both ways 

• Flexible time lines for start and finish of meetings

• Food!

• Logistical support- transport, childcare


